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ABSTRACT 

Simulation-assisted automation testing is an efficient tool for validating the automation 
systems for nuclear power plants. This paper presented a systematic procedure for selecting test 
cases for simulation-assisted automation testing. The procedure is relies on the plant's licensing 
framework and allows associating the test cases to the functional requirements in order to produce 
traceable test set for validation. The procedure is demonstrated with a case study concerning the 
automation tests of Loviisa NPP's automation renewal project. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Validation is an essential part of an automation project, especially when dealing with safety critical 
automation systems. Traditionally the validation is achieved by exhaustive test procedures that check 
system inputs and validate each signal path individually. The input from the process is typically emulated 
with signal generators and automation system modules [1]. 

Modern simulation tools provide however more flexible ways to carry out automation testing. 
Simulation technology has already been mature enough to run plant-wide models in real-time. Process 
simulation has become faster, easier and more accurate as the tools and computers have evolved. 
However, the main enabling developments have been made in virtual automation technology that allows 
using standard PC technology to run automation code and in protocols to connect simulators to 
automation software and systems. Therefore, the simulation tools can be efficiently utilized for testing the 
automation systems. 

In simulation-assisted automation testing, a plant-wide dynamic process simulator is utilized by 
connecting it to an automation system. Taking advantage of a plant simulator and operating through the 
operators' human-machine interfaces (HMI) makes the testing very intuitive, since the automation system 
becomes inherently a part of the plant, albeit a simulated one. Simulation-assisted testing enables 
validating the automation system, including HMI and interfaces to other existing system, 
comprehensively against its requirements, but also against the plant itself. 

Selecting a set of tests for validating the automation system can be a difficult task. The main 
objectives for the selection are the adequate coverage of automation functions and traceability of the tests, 
which means linking the tests to the requirements of the automation system. This paper proposes a 
procedure for test case selection which relies on the functional architecture of the plant. It allows 
associating the test cases to the functional requirements in order to produce traceable test set for 
validation. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the principles and benefits of simulation-assisted 
automation testing are discussed. Next, in Section 3, the test case selection procedure is introduced. A 
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case study of Loviisa nuclear power plant is presented in Section 4. The results of the case study are 
presented in Section 5 followed by conclusions in Section 6. 

2 SIMULATION-ASSISTED AUTOMATION TESTING 

Simulation-assisted automation testing means utilizing a plant simulator to test automation functions. 
The test configuration can be viewed as a combination of two interconnected systems: the process model 
and the tested automation system. The process model represents the plant and provides the inputs to the 
automation system. Then, the automation system computes its functions and outputs the actuations, which 
are then transferred to the process model. The automation systems in the simulation environment can be 
emulated or the simulator can be connected to real hardware. Emulated automation systems, or virtual 
automation, comprise the automation application transformed, for example, into an external library that 
can be run on a standard PC as well as can be easily attached to the simulation model [2]. 

The design life cycle of an I\&C system can be described by the V-model. Figure 1 shows the steps 
in a typical automation design project in the nuclear industry. It demonstrates the benefit of simulation-
assisted testing which arises from the possibility to install the new system into a simulated environment 
and perform FAT, SAT and also plant commissioning phases using the virtual automation. The results 
from such tests are already available during the FAT phase of the real hardware and the errors can be 
addressed before installation at the plant. 

 

Figure 1. V-model of I&C system design life cycle 

 

The automation tests in the simulated environment consist typically of sequences of events. First, the 
simulated environment (model, automation application, HMI) is set to a desired initial state. Then, a 
certain change, such as a transient, an accident or a malfunction, is introduced to the simulation system at 
a pre-defined time. During the test a set of parameters are collected as a function of time and finally the 
results are compared against the acceptance criteria. 

Simulation-assisted testing has several benefits over traditional test methods, which are typically 
based on exhaustive checking of input and outputs of an automation application using signal generators. 
First, the simulation-assisted testing provides a more comprehensive view on the tested system. Standard 
testing checks that the automation application fulfills the requirements of system specification, but the 
simulation-assisted testing validates the automation against the plant, the environment in which it will 
eventually be implemented. 
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3 TEST CASE SELECTION FOR AUTOMATION TESTING 

The selection and creation of test cases for automation testing consists of two procedures: selection 
of events for testing (Figure 2) and test case creation (Figure 3). The selection procedure aims at choosing 
test cases for automation tests in a traceable manner. That is, a justification for each test case can be 
tracked. 

3.1 Selection of Events for Testing 

The starting point of the workflow is the design documentation of the automation system which 
describes the automation functions. Typically this information is presented in the system requirement 
specification.  As a first step of the procedure, the automation functions for the system to be tested are 
listed. 

 

Figure 2. Test case selection procedure 

 

Next, the plant's functional architecture specification, which identifies the purpose of each safety 
function, is utilized in order to associate an initial event, such as a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), for 
each function [3]. The functional architecture describes the task categories for safety functions including 
the short and long time safety tasks to bring the plant into a controlled or a safe state, respectively. In a 
well-defined architecture the automation functions are then designed to execute the safety tasks. 
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Therefore this information can be utilized to link the initial events to the automation functions. These 
events are selected on the list of potential events from which the eventual test cases are selected. 

The events specified in the functional architecture comprise only a part of the list of potential events. 
If an initial event has not been defined by the functional architecture, a suitable event shall be created by 
the plant experts. These events are also included to the list of potential events. Furthermore, the list is 
appended with possible process technical tests planned for commissioning that could be reproduced at the 
simulator. 

The list is then treated to remove possible duplicates with a sub procedure shown in Figure 3. The 
sub procedure first sorts the potential events in the order of severity based on design basis conditions 
(DBC) which are listed in the safety analysis specification. If the event is the first one in its group, it is 
automatically selected for testing. Otherwise, it is checked that if the event launches the automation 
function through another criterion, such as level of steam generator. Furthermore, if the same criterion is 
triggered, the procedure checks if the event launches the criterion at different limit value. 

 

Figure 3. Procedure for removing duplicate test cases 

 

3.2 Creation of Test Cases 

The test cases are created based on the selected events obtained from the procedure described above. 
This process is based on straightforward steps presented which results in the final test cases as shown in 
Figure 4. 

The workflow begins by verifying the model scope. That is, the model is checked against the basic 
design documentation of the tested automation system in order to verify that it includes all necessary  

input and output signals and logics for testing purposes. 
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Next, the monitored variables are selected. The validation of an automation function requires a set of 
variables to be collected during the simulations. Typically this list includes all input and output signals of 
the system in question, but may contain internal variables of the system as well as related process 
variables. 

Then, a simulator-compatible test sequence or script is produced. In case of an Apros-based 
simulator system which is in use at Fortum, a test sequence for Testing Station [4] software is created. 

The final step is to verify by simulation that the test case has been properly created. If the results are 
acceptable, the test case can be approved for testing the automation system. Otherwise, corrections either 
to the test sequence or the process model have to be made. 

Selected event

Create a simulation 
sequence

Test the sequence 
with the process 

model

Results OK?

Test case is ready 
for testing

YES

Corrections to 
process model or 

sequence
NO

Select monitored 
variables

Verify model scope

 

Figure 4. Procedure for creating test cases 

 

4 CASE STUDY 

4.1 Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant 

Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is located in Southern Finland approximately 100 kilometers east 
from Helsinki. The plant comprises of two VVER-440 type reactors commissioned in 1977 and 1980 with 
operating licenses until 2027 and 2030, respectively. The plant is owned and operated by Fortum. 

The Loviisa NPP is undergoing an automation renewal project which has started in 2005 [5]. A part 
of the original analogue I\& C systems are being replaced by digital I\&C. The first renewal stage has 
been commissioned in Loviisa Unit 1 in 2008. The final installations shall be completed in 2018. As a part 
of the validation of the installed automation simulation-assisted tests are carried out. 

This paper focuses on the Preventive Actuation and Indication System (PAIS) which implements 
steam generator isolation, primary circulation pump protection and pressurizer blow down functions, for 
instance. The PAIS system has been commissioned at the plant in 2016. 
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4.2 Simulation-Assisted Automation Testing in Loviisa Automation Renewal Project 

 The simulator tests carried out for the new safety functions in the Loviisa automation renewal 
project consist of two types of tests: basic logic tests which comprise open loop tests for checking certain 
functions in detail and the dynamic tests. 

The dynamic tests are the closed loop tests in which selected accident or transient scenarios are 
simulated with the whole plant model included. They are also the reason why the systematic approach 
presented in this paper have been developed. The dynamic tests are conducted under the supervision of 
plant operators. 

4.3 Automation Test Environment 

The simulation-assisted automation tests are conducted at the Fortum's development simulator. The 
simulator system consists of the process model, automation systems and human-machine interfaces 
(HMI). 

The simulation model has been implemented in Apros simulation software and it consists of a 3D 
reactor model, over 60 primary and auxiliary process systems, a containment model, automation systems, 
and electrical systems. The same model will used for operator training at the Loviisa plant. 

The simulation model is connected to several external automation systems and human-machine 
interfaces. The safety automation systems included are Areva's TXS and Rolls-Royce's Spinline. Both are 
represented by emulated automation software based on the same engineering data as the actual safety 
systems at the plant. They are connected to Apros as external model libraries to ensure tight 
synchronization with simulation model computation. Other automation systems consist of Siemens' 
T2000 system, which is connected to the simulation model via network, and a monitoring system (MS) 
based on an emulated Schneider's PLC. The purpose of the MS is to monitor the Spinline safety 
automation systems. 

The HMI of the development simulator consist of a qualified display system (QDS) as a user 
interface to the TXS system and the process computer system (PCS) as the main operating interface for 
the operator. 

The simulation control is achieved by a software called Testing Station [4] which is used to give 
simulation commands to all simulator components, manage test runs and to collect the test data, see 
Figure 5. The test cases are implemented as sequences which can be automatically run from the Testing 
Station. 

 

Figure 5. Test set-up for simulation-assisted automation testing 
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5 APPLICATION OF THE TEST SELECTION PROCEDURE 

The application of the procedure starts with listing the automation functions of the PAIS system from 
the system requirement specification. The PAIS system consists of preventive protection functions as 
described earlier and there are in total of nine automation functions to be tested: 

 Boiling margin 

 Limiting of clean condensate supply 

 Isolation of primary circulation loop 

 Stopping of PCP (motor trip) 

 Stopping of PCP (antireverse device) 

 PCP leakage line isolation 

 Pressurizer blow down 

 Stopping of fuel tank cooling pump 

 Steam generator isolation 

 

Table I. Events for simulator test in the case study 

Test case Description Tested functions 

1 PCP trip Stopping of one primary circulation pump (PCP) 5 

3 PCP trip Stopping of three PCPs 5 

4 PCP trip Stopping of four PCPs 5, 2 

6 PCP trip Stopping of all six PCPs 5, 2 

PCP Protection Increase of oil temperature in order to activate 
PCP protection 

4, 5 

LOCA SA Loss-of-coolant accident leading to severe 
accident (SA) 

1, 2, 6 

RCPLB Leak in PCP cooling line leading to defect of 
hydraulic sealing of PCP 

6, 4 

MSLB Main steam line break outside of containment 9, 5, 2, 3 

MSLB2 Main steam line break inside of contaiment 9, 5, 2, 3 

LOOP Loss of offsite power and switching to auxiliary 
power fails causing trip of all PCPs etc. 

2, 5 

Loss of vacuum Loss of vacuum in main condenser leading to 
increase of primary circuit pressure 

7 

LMFW Loss of main feedwater by trip of FW pumps 
leading the decrease of steam generator levels 

9 

TG isolation valve Accidental closure of fuel pool cooling line valve 8 
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According to the procedure in Figure 2, the functional architecture plan of Loviisa plant was utilized 
to search related events for each function. There were eight specified events based on the functional 
architecture and 15 additional events were created by plant experts. An automation function may be 
associated to several events in the functional architecture and therefore the number of events is greater 
than the number of functions listed above. The commissioning tests of the PAIS system did not contain 
any process technical tests and therefore none of them were included in this list. The list of potential 
events consisted of 23 different events. 

Next, the list of possible test cases was treated using the procedure presented in Figure 3. As a result, 
a set of 13 events were identified for testing. These events are listed in Table I. 

Finally, the test cases were created for each event. The procedure in Figure 4 was followed to create 
simulation sequences to be used at the plant simulator. A sequence consists of detailed commands to be 
given to the simulator by Testing Station. An example of a sequence is shown in Figure 6 presenting the 
sequence for a primary circulation pump trip test. The test begins with simulating the steady state for 60 
seconds, then the command which causes the PCP to stop is launched and finally the transient is 
simulated for 600 seconds. The variables monitored in each test case were the inputs to and outputs from 
the PAIS and a selection of process variables in order to observe the behavior of the plant during the tests. 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of a Testing Station sequence: 1 PCP trip 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented a systematic procedure for selecting test cases for simulation-assisted 
automation testing. The procedure is based on the plant’s functional architecture and accident analyses 
which are used for licensing the plant, including the new automation system. 

Simulation-assisted testing provides several benefits over traditional techniques. First of all, it is fast 
and flexible as the simulated transients allow covering several automation functions with one test. By 
utilizing a simulator, the automation systems receive a realistic process response and the errors and faults 
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can be seen from the actual process displays. This way the testing becomes very intuitive and 
comprehensible for the plant personnel. 

The automation systems are "virtually commissioned" at the simulator in advance compared to the 
plant installations. Therefore errors in automation can be noticed earlier as well as the cross-dependencies 
between different systems can be analyzed. This increases the speed of automation system delivery in the 
perspective of the automation supplier. 

The procedures presented in this paper provide a systematic approach to selecting test cases for 
automation tests. The approach is based on the plant's licensing framework and it provides a traceable set 
of tests linked to the functional architecture of the plant. The set of selected test has been considered 
adequate to cover the functionalities of the tested automation system. However, the number of events 
specified by plant experts was considered as large. These events consisted of mainly protection functions 
for process equipment and therefore they were not specified in the functional architecture. Nevertheless, 
the procedure could be improved to better address this kind of situations. 

The simulator tests for PAIS system were carried out successfully using the selected test cases and 
similar approach will be used in the next project phases. Fortum has successfully utilized simulation-
assisted automation testing in the automation renewal project of Loviisa nuclear power plant since 2005. 
The results have been encouraging towards developing new test tools and methodologies. 
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